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CHICAGO UNIVERSITY recently was bequeathed $150,000, by Mrs. Hiram Kelly, deceased, for the erection of the “Hiram Kelly Memorial Hall.” Mrs. Kelly before death gave the university two dormitory buildings.

It has practically been decided to hold the intercollegiate track championship at Soldier’s Field, Cambridge, next spring. This will give the smaller New England colleges a chance to increase their number of entries.

Twenty-two men have turned out for baseball practice at Stanford University.
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THE TECH wishes to correct an error that appeared in the last issue. The total amount of the Income Fund is now $290,000 so the Institute will receive $40,000 a year for the next five years instead of 200,000 annually as was stated.

The Class of 1907 has before it the duty of choosing its Technique Electoral Committee. This Committee of twenty-five men is chosen annually by the Sophomore Class for the purpose of electing the Technique Board for the succeeding year. In order that the latter may organise its work in the most advantageous manner, it is essential that it be chosen well before the end of the school year. The Electoral Committee has always taken a number of weeks for its deliberations so that it is for the best interests of all concerned that it be elected before the beginning of the second term.

There was last year some discussion on the detail of the manner of election of the Committee. The really important thing, however, is to have everything favorable to the choice of the best men in the Class; and to insure this it is only necessary for every Sophomore to do all in his power to see that the twenty-five most representative and level-headed of his classmates are elected.

No Junior should fail to get into the class picture which is to be taken to-day at 1 P.M. on Rogers steps. The photograph is the only one to be taken of the class as a whole, and is primarily for Technique. Should the photographing be postponed on account of bad weather, be sure to note the new time set.

Nominations for the Prom Committee close Saturday, and unless a considerable number are turned in by that time, the Junior Class will have very few men to choose from. The importance of the Prom is well understood and the Class of 1906 should realize that in order for its success to be of the highest degree, a very careful choice of the Committee which is to manage the affair should be made.
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